Oregon Association of Community Corrections Directors
Meeting Minutes

March 9 – 10, 2022 | Hood River

Location: Best Western Plus, Hood River, Oregon
Aaron Hartman, President | Nate Gaoiran, Vice President
Jessica Beach, Secretary | Dale Primmer, Treasurer | Eric Guyer, Past President

Attendees: Aaron Boyce, Aaron Hartman, Alicia Robinson, Amy Bertrand, Anna Seaholm, Chris Chandler, Chris Enquist,
Dan Robbins, Denise Pena, Denise Sitler, Donovan Dumire, Dylan Arthur, Eric Guyer, Erin Welch, Fritz John Bachman,
Hank Harris, Jamie Hepner, Jeremiah Stromberg, Jessica Beach, Jim St. Michell, Jodi Merritt, Joe Simich, Joseph Garcia,
Justin Carley, Karen LeDoux, Kaylynn Berrios, Kelly Kuklenski, Kevin Karvandi, Kristen Hanthorn, Kurt Symons, Larry
Evenson, Lee Warren, Lodi Presley, Malcolm McDonald, Marci Nelson, Matt Meier, Maureen Robb, Melanie Reischke,
Michelle Mooney, Mike Crim, Mike Hartford, Nate Gaoiran, Ryan Downing, Scott Hyde, Tina Potter, Tira Hubbard, Tracey
Coffman, Traci Hubler, Travis Miller
Day 1
Welcome.
Oregon Health Authority. Katie Beck gave a presentation on waiver requests. She will send out a survey to OACCD to fill
out as questions come up to continue to get more feedback.
DOC Updates. Larry Bennett gave a few updates:
•
•
•
•

CCIC COVID update
The virtual Victims of Sex Trafficking Training will be scheduled for May or June
CPC’s are being reevaluated to ensure they are the best they can be
Community collection reviews are still on track

Denise Sitler reminded everyone to turn in their end of biennium close out and to fill out a plan modification if
need be.
Jeremiah Stromberg gave a few updates:
•
•
•
•

EDIS was expanded in the last legislative session and is, or will be, with DOJ for final review
Budget build for the next biennium is beginning; DOC is looking at the forecast populations
1510 is the reincarnation of 2002 and will have significant impacts for DOC
There will be new rule writing to put some similarity in contact standards statewide

WRNA IRR. Jeff Hanson talked about the IRR. The work group is looking at a WRNA IRR in May with a follow up in June
and would like feedback from OACCD on the IRR. There is an in person WRNA training in Lane County in April.
Some problems:

•
•

IRR fatigue
Not creating an environment that allowed for accurate answer captures

They have preliminary data and are working on getting final data out. There will be a new version on the WRNA in the
future.
Does it make sense to have a mental health designator? There was discussion but no consensus.
Abscond Project. Larry Bennett gave a presentation on this project.
•
•
•

Return to compliance without a jail sanction
Will not get credit for time served on ABSC
No felony warrants

Denise Sitler showed a dashboard on the abscond data.
Parole Board Updates. Dylan Arthur gave a few updates:
•
•
•

The governor has identified a person for the board member recruitment.
Site-in-lieu has been rolled out to a few counties.
Alleging new activity – do counties have an agreement with their DAs if they will or won’t do this?

DPSST. Chris Enquist gave a few updates:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DPSST is going to be designing a new curriculum based on HB2161, SB1510, and HB4201 passing.
The differences between counties has grown over the last few years, DPSST would like to look to the field to
determine how to best revise these trainings.
Class forecasts are flexible.
DPSST is hiring a coordinator and will be looking for more instructors who can more widely represent the
state.
May 1 is the public open date and graduations should start back up again.
Remediations that are over 75 miles from Salem may be able to have an instructor come out to your county.

Closing Discussions. Steve Berger introduced new staff: Kaylynn Berrios, Chris Chandler, and Karen Ledoux.
Eric Guyer introduced Tira Hubbard, new deputy director.
Aaron Hartman gave a shout out to Jeff Hanson for his work and dedicated trainings on the IRR. He also talked about a
heat and smoke presentation given by the Special Districts of Oregon and suggested everyone take a look before OSHA
adopts the rules. He believes it will seriously impact work crew programs and staff.
Day 2
60-Day Rule. Jeremiah Stromberg opened a discussion on the 60-day assessment rule. Tira Hubbard talked about her
findings on individuals who are not available for assessment, but not out to outcount, for reasons such as mental health
status or PVs. For Jackson County this group of unavailable individuals is about 30%. There was discussion on if 60 days
was an adequate number or if it should go out to 90 days. Stromberg is hoping for a discussion to be made at the May
meeting. Aaron Hartman mentioned keeping EDIS in mind as a determining factor for the assessment rule.
OACCD Video library. Eric Guyer spoke to the OACCD videos being created and discussed continuing animated videos
and also moving to live action videos. He showed a video draft on collaborative case planning.
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Guyer also discussed his concern on the capitated rate. He would like to have further conversations on does this
capitated rate tool really speak to the work being done as the next biennium budget is beginning to be built.
VINE. Parrish VanWert and Saydyie DeRosia talked about the solutions they are working on for VINE.
Agency Updates. Donovan Dumire gave a few updates for Lane County – youth and adult P&P will be merging.
Malcolm McDonald gave an update – P&P and the Sheriff’s Office have been a hybrid and are now going under the
Sheriff’s Office.
Training Subgroup. Aaron Hartman talked about starting a training subgroup and would like volunteers to organize and
support. Eric Guyer motioned, Donovan Dumire seconded. Motion passed. Kevin Karvandi volunteered.
Subgroup Report Outs.
SOSN – no report
Case Management – Larry Evenson talked about pilot behavior change plans that will be added to the case management
in the future.
FVSN – Scott Hyde said they are developing a new form for statewide consistency and working on a training core
program for DV providers.
Supportive Housing Workgroup – Donovan Dumire talked about models being developed as a bridge between short
term and permanent housing.
FAUG – Jodi Merritt said they have finished the EVAL code and it should be rolled out by March 15th.
Mental Health Supervision Network – Jay Scroggin said there needs to be a rep for OACCD. If you want to volunteer
reach out to Scroggin or Aaron Hartman.
Pretrial Justice Network – Jessica Beach talked about the new pretrial bill.
A&D Taskforce – Nate Gaoiran gave a report.
•
•

There is a symposium coming up on May 24th.
HB 4090 passed

CCAN – no report
Oregon DOJ BIP Advisory Committee – Marci Nelson talked about new language updates and looking at BIP practices in
other states and what current trends there are. They are also putting together a survey on completion rates.
SOON – no report
FSN – no report
Data Group – Aaron Hartman talked about the dashboard builds.
Closing Discussions. Aaron Hartman gave an update on the current legislative bills going through and said to contact him
if anyone wants more information on specific bills. The legislative committee will be continuing to meet in between
sessions as things are already starting to line up for the 2023 session.
The next OACCD meeting is in May in Deschutes County. Send any agenda items you’d like to see to the executive team.
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Jay Scroggin asked about the renumbering rule for general conditions. Jeremiah Stromberg said DOC is working on it.
They are thinking about leaving numbers for prior conditions and moving to letters for new conditions. Steve Berger
asked about training or a summary for this. Aaron Hartman will put this together and present it in May.
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